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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2014-2015 


University of Wisconsin- Madison Alpha 


A. Initiations  
 


Each semester, we begin the initiation process in the first couple weeks of the semester in 


order to fully integrate the new initiates prior to the end of the semester. We initiated 13 new 


members this year with 10 in the Fall and 3 in the Spring. Spring initiation was low, likely due to the 


rushed process we had to make sure members could be initiated at the convention. The selection 


process is strictly based off of class rank and GPA. Each semester, the top 20%, 25%, and 30% of 


sophomores, juniors, and seniors, respectively, were sent a formal invitation to join Pi Tau Sigma. 


The selection criterion for the WI Alpha chapter differs from that of the National Pi Tau Sigma 


Constitution and Bylaws. This discrepancy in initiation protocol can be credited to a lack of 


communication between graduating officers and leaders taking on new roles. WI Alpha believes 


strongly in the importance of having young members that remain active in the chapter for longer than 


one to two years, which is not possible for most junior and senior initiates. The National PTS process 


of having sophomores as honorary initiates serves as an issue for us because a new officer team is 


selected each semester at WI Alpha. This fast turn-over of officers leads to many issues with 


information getting lost between the transitions of officers. We will be working on the officer 


transition process next fall to ensure that new officers are aware of and understand the Pi Tau Sigma 


constitution and bylaws. If necessary, a committee will be formed to determine how to best transition 


the initiation process so WI Alpha is complying with the National Bylaws, yet sophomores can still 


get involved and feel as if they are strong members of the PTS community.  


 


For the Fall, the Pi Tau Sigma WI Alpha chapter held initiations in the Mechanical 


Engineering Building on campus. With the exception of a few, all new initiates and current officers 


were in attendance. The ceremony began with an introduction of the current officers and 


announcements of upcoming events throughout the semester. The ceremony continued as the 


President and Vice President read the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals following the initiation procedure. After 


initiation, the new members and officers enjoyed a catered meal provided by the WI Alpha chapter 


and enjoyed an entertaining and engaging speech from a member of the UW faculty. For the Spring, 


initiations were held at the National Convention to honor the 100th year of our WI Alpha chapter. 


 


B. Chapter Activities  
 


Throughout the past academic year, we organized five speaker events, three occurring during 


the fall semester and two more occurring in the spring. Our speaker events are open to any active WI 


Alpha Pi Tau Sigma member, though we have also invited new recruits who were interested in PTS 


and wanted to find out a little more about the organization. For each speaker event we cater food for 


the attendees, whether it be Madison’s famous Ian’s Pizza, Qdoba, Silver Mine Subs or Noodles.  


For our speaker events, we target companies in the Wisconsin and Midwest area that recruit 


Mechanical Engineers from the University of Wisconsin- Madison. These companies generally send 


UW Mechanical Engineering alumni as a representative from the company. During the fall semester 


2014, we were able to schedule guest speakers from Nexant. During the Spring semester 2015, we 


were fortunate enough to schedule guest speakers from the Campus Utilities and Therma-Stor. We 


also had Mechanical Engineering Department Chair and our advisor Professor Jaal Ghandhi speak 


about the department and the future of Engineering at the UW, and his research. This gave Pi Tau 







Sigma members a chance to listen to industry speakers from a broad range of engineering fields and 


also a look into using an engineering degree to pursue other fields. Our members also gained some 


insight regarding the grad school opportunities that a great university like the UW provides.  


In addition to our general member meetings, we also held our yearly spring banquet on Wednesday, 


April 29th, 2015. The banquet included Pi Tau Sigma members, UW Mechanical Engineering 


Professors and TA’s that were selected by WI Alpha PTS members, our faculty advisor, Professor 


Jaal Ghandhi, the banquet sponsor, Professor John Uecker, and the presenter of the 2015 F.M. Young 


award, Fred Young Jr. The banquet took place at the Old Fashioned, a restaurant near the Wisconsin 


Capital. We began with a social gathering, followed by a catered dinner. After dinner, we proceeded 


with the evening program as we presented awards for the most distinguished instructors and the most 


distinguished TAs. This year, the Mechanical Engineering department granted 1 Professor and 3 


Teaching Assistants with monetary awards for their hard work and dedication in the department. The 


banquet finally concluded with the presentation of the 2015 F.M. Young award, presented to the 


most outstanding graduating member of Pi Tau Sigma.  


 


We also mentioned that we wanted to “rekindle” our exam file at our meetings so we started 


storing hard copies of exams in the PTS office, this spring semester PTS began creating an electronic 


database of former exams and homework sets for classes taken by PTS members at UW-Madison. 


This database will only be accessible to UW-Madison PTS members. This database will serve as a 


tool to help assist officers when tutoring fellow members, as well as an important study aid to current 


members. So far we have begun collection of old exams, and are working on making them available 


electronically. 


 


We were also trying to lay the groundwork for a larger community involvement this past 


semester. One of our current officers is also an officer for ASME and we are working toward 


teaming up with their organization volunteering at a local food pantry. Many of our members 


expressed interest in helping out so this is something we will work on for the future.  


The only activities WI Alpha had conducted over the past several years were monthly industry 


speakers and an end of the year banquet. The WI Alpha officer team will make it a priority this 


upcoming year to help increase the involvement of the organization within the Madison community 


and within itself. In an effort to find new ideas to increase chapter participation, learn more about 


PTS on the national level, and help regain WI Alpha’s active chapter status, WI Alpha sent President, 


Keith Dahl, Vice President Matthew Koeppel, and Tresurer Abhi Soni to the National Convention in 


February to Champagne, Illinois. The officers returned from the convention with an increased 


motivation to help WI Alpha remain as an active chapter of PTS, and the officers have begun to plan 


for the upcoming academic year to ensure that WI Alpha continues to improve as a chapter. We hope 


to celebrate our 100th anniversary in the Fall, and are working on planning the event this summer.       


 


C. Other  


 


In summary, the WI Alpha Pi Tau Sigma chapter is continuing to take strides towards 


improving our community involvement and the service to our active members. Also, to prevent 


confusion with the turnover of officers and the overall organization of our chapter, we started making 


a guidebook that explains the expectations of everyone in the org.  


 


Towards the end of the summer, we will be working to welcome new officers as PTS officers as a 


number of our officers are graduated. During these meetings, we will outline our goals and devise 


what we would like to achieve during the fall semester. These goals and activities will likely include: 


maintaining three general member guest speaker meetings, scheduling at least one PTS social event, 







taking a company tour, encouraging academic assistance to members through tutoring and old exam 


files, serving our community through a charitable or fund-raising event, and recognizing fellow 


Mechanical Engineering students outside of PTS.  


 


The department has made an effort to improve involvement at WI Alpha, by helping aide in 


officer transition, a major problem at our chapter. Many times new officers have no idea what is 


required of them, and by what date due to old officers leaving before proper training can be done. 


The department hopes to collect a list of all the required events and help the new officers learn what 


needs to be done so they spend less time learning the ropes, and more time organizing events and 


spreading PTS. 


 
We are hopeful that these events will give members a sense of pride to be part of the WI 


Alpha chapter and will expose PTS to the Department of Mechanical Engineering. This will require a 


commitment from current PTS members, but will offer a rewarding experience as we move to restore 


WI Alpha as an exemplary, good standing chapter. 








 


Wisconsin Alpha 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 


Chartered March 12, 1916.  Number 2. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


The goals of the chapter for 2008-2009 were to, 
heighten our chapter’s presence not only on 
campus (with students and faculty alike), but 
also in the community, increase membership, 
and to continue to maintain services offered by 
the chapter. 


Activities  
Over the past year, the chapter has strived to 
continues services it offers to the campus and 
surrounding community. 
 
The chapter continued its tutoring in the 
Engineering library.  This tutoring happened 7-
9PM Sundays through Thursdays. 
 
The Chapter organized voting and awards to be 
distributed at the spring awards at the spring 
ceremony. All mechanincal engineering students 
were able to vote for whom they wanted to 
receive these awards.  These awards included 
Outstanding Professor, Lecturer, and T.A.  Also,  
a Pi Tau Sigma member was awarded 
Outstanding Member and the F.M.Young 
Scholarship. 
 
Pi Tau Sigma also helped with the annual 
Mechanical Engineering Pre-graduation 
Ceremony.  This help included set up, take 
down, assistance with lab tours and speaking at 
both the spring and fall ceremony. 
 
Also, Pi Tau Sigma still offers energy workshops 
to students in local public elementary, middle, an 
dhgh schools.  Unfortunately, we were unable to 
find schools interested this year. 
. 


 
Awards & Recognition 
Spring 2009 


Greg Nellis – ME Professor of the Year 
Jay Samuel  – ME Lecturer of the Year 
Gilbert Haddad – ME TAof the Year 
Josh Goetz – Member of the Year 
Josh Goetz – F.M. Young Award 


 
Names of New Members   
Fall 2008 Pledges  


Alex Bethke 
Zachary Bingen 
James Campbell 
Brett Lindeman 
Dominic Pitera 
Chatchakorn Pruksananont 


 
 
Spring 2009 Pledges 


Micheal Heiss 
Thomas Huncosky 
Jeremiah Osborn 
Niels Peterson 
Nathaniel Weltzin 
Dan Winters              
  


Plans for Fall 2009 and beyond 
Our chapter plans to increase membership and 
member involvement.  There are plans to do this 
by increasing social activities and services 
offered by the organization.  While doing this, 
the organization plans to increase involvement of 
its current members and maintain existing 
services. 


Chapter Officers  
Fall2009 
President                Alex Bethke 
Vice President         Dominic Pitera 
Secretary               Mike Kujak 
Polygon Rep           Annie Jankowski 
Treasurer                Jeremiah Osborn 
 
Academic               Alex Bethke 
Historian                 Kevin Eichinger 
 
Social                    Jeremiah Osborn 
Fundraising            Dominic Pitera 
Industrial Relations  Kevin Koehler 
Computer               Annie Jankowski 


Chapter Advisor 
Roxanne Engelstad 


 
Contact Information 


1513 University Ave. 
Madison, WI  53706 
Email: pitau@cae.wisc.edu 
Web:   www.cae.wisc.edu/~pitau 
 
Reporter 
Michelle Gatz, Chapter President 2008-2009 


 



http://www.cae.wisc.edu/%7Epitau
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2011-2012 


 


University of Wisconsin- Madison Alpha 


 


A. Initiations 


 


Each semester, we begin the initiation process in the first couple weeks of the semester in order to fully integrate the 


new initiates prior to the end of the semester.  During the fall semester 2011, we initiated 24 new members to the 


organization as well as 14 new members for the spring semester 2012.  The selection process is strictly based off of 


class rank and GPA.  Each semester, the top 20%, 25%, and 30% of sophomores, juniors, and seniors, respectively, 


were sent a formal invitation to join Pi Tau Sigma.  The selection criterion for the WI Alpha chapter differs from 


that of the National Pi Tau Sigma Constitution and Bylaws.  This discrepancy in initiation protocol can be credited 


to a lack of communication between graduating officers and leaders taking on new roles.  WI Alpha believes 


strongly in the importance of having young members that remain active in the chapter for longer than one to two 


years, which is not possible for most junior and senior initiates. The National PTS process of having sophomores as 


honorary initiates serves as an issue for because a new officer team is selected each semester at WI Alpha. This fast 


turn-over of officers leads issues with information getting lost between the transitions of officers. We will be 


working on the officer transition process throughout the fall semester 2012 to ensure new officers are aware of and 


understand the Pi Tau Sigma constitution and bylaws. If necessary, a committee will be formed to determine how to 


best transition the initiation process so WI Alpha is complying with the National Bylaws, yet sophomores can still 


get involved and feel as if they are strong members of the PTS community. 


 


For each of the previous two semesters, the Pi Tau Sigma WI Alpha chapter held initiations in the Mechanical 


Engineering Building on campus.  With the exception of a few, all new initiates and current officers were in 


attendance.  The ceremony began with an introduction of the current officers and announcements of upcoming 


events throughout the semester.  The ceremony continued as the President and Vice President read the Pi Tau Sigma 


Rituals following the initiation procedure.  After initiation, the new members and officers enjoyed a catered meal 


provide by the WI Alpha chapter and enjoyed an entertaining and engaging speech from a member of the UW 


faculty.  For the fall of 2011, we invited Professor Tim Osswald, and for the spring of 2012, we invited Professor 


Kim Manner to speak in front of the new initiates. 


  


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Throughout the past academic year, we organized five speaker events, two occurring during the fall semester 2011 


and three occurring the spring semester 2012.  Our speaker events are open to any active WI Alpha Pi Tau Sigma 


member, though we have also invited new recruits who were interested in PTS and wanted to find out a little more 


about the organization.  For each speaker event we cater food for the attendees, whether it be Madison famous Ian’s 


Pizza, Qdoba, or Noodles.   


 


For our speaker events, we target companies in the Wisconsin and Midwest area that recruit mechanical engineers 


from the University of Wisconsin- Madison. These companies generally send UW mechanical engineering alumni as 


a representative from the company.  During the fall semester 2011, we were able to schedule guest speakers from 


Mortenson Construction and BP.  During the spring semester 2012, we were fortunate enough to schedule guest 


speakers from Epic Systems, Rockline Industries, and Integrys Energy Group.  This gave Pi Tau Sigma members a 


chance to listen to industry speakers from a broad range of engineering fields, mainly software development, 


manufacturing, and energy. WI Alpha also organized a plant tour with MPC, a plastics manufacturing company 


based out of Walworth, WI. Unfortunately, the plant tour had to be cancelled due to member availability issues. 


 


In addition to our general member meetings, we also held our yearly spring banquet on Wednesday, April 25
th


, 


2012.  The banquet included Pi Tau Sigma members, UW mechanical engineering professors and TA’s that were 


selected by WI Alpha PTS members, our faculty advisor, Professor Roxann Engelstad, the banquet sponsor, 


Professor John Uecker, and the presenter of the 2012 F.M. Young award, Fred Young Jr.  The banquet took place at 


the Brickhouse Barbecue, a restaurant near campus.  We began with a social gathering, followed by a catered dinner.  


After dinner, we proceeded with the evening program as we presented awards for the most distinguished instructor 







and the most distinguished TA.  This year, the mechanical engineering department granted both the instructor and 


TA with $1000 in discretionary funding.  The top five instructors were also awarded $500 in discretionary funding.  


The banquet finally concluded with the presentation of the 2012 F.M. Young award, presented to the most 


outstanding graduating member of Pi Tau Sigma.    


 


During the spring semester 2012, we also implemented mandatory office hours for leaders within the organization.  


Each member who held an office position was required to spend one-to-two scheduled hours per week outside of our 


PTS office in the Engineering Centers Building.  These scheduled office hours we initiated in order to provide 


fellow PTS members with tutoring help or form weekly study groups.  This also gave members access to our old 


exam file located in the PTS office.  


 


In addition to storing hard copies of exams in the PTS office, this spring semester PTS began creating an electronic 


database of former exams and homework sets for classes taken by PTS members at UW-Madison. This database will 


only be accessible to UW-Madison PTS members. This database will serve as a tool to help assist officers when 


tutoring fellow members, as well as an important study aid to current members. 


 


We also began to emphasize a larger community involvement this past semester.  Two of our members participated 


in the Madison Middle School Science Symposium.  Each member was assigned as a mentor to a middle school 


student or group of middle school students in the Madison school district.  As a mentor, these PTS members offered 


the students support and guidance in their science project and acted as a role model for aspiring engineers. 


 


This year, Madison East High School (HS) held an event called Math Week. Throughout Math Week, Madison East 


had several guest lecturers from academia and industry talk about how math is used after high school. One of the WI 


Alpha PTS members volunteered to give a 50 minute speech to an introduction to engineering class at Madison East 


HS. During the lecture, the PTS member gave the students a perspective of what it was like to be an engineering 


student at UW-Madison. In addition, the PTS member discussed two of the research projects she had been involved 


with that were cross-disciplinary to emphasize to the students how mechanical engineering provides a vast array of 


opportunities. 


 


The only activities WI Alpha had conducted over the past several years were monthly industry speakers and a yearly 


banquet. The WI Alpha officer team made it a priority this year to help increase the involvement of the organization 


within the Madison community and within itself. In an effort to find new ideas to increase chapter participation, 


learn more about PTS on the national level, and help regain WI Alpha’s active chapter status, WI Alpha sent spring 


semester President, Joe Levene, and Vice President, Sarah Siverling, to the National Convention in March of 2012. 


The officers returned from the convention with an increased motivation to help WI Alpha return as an active chapter 


of PTS, and the officers have begun to plan for the upcoming academic year to ensure that WI Alpha continues to 


improve as a chapter. 


 


 


C.            Other 


 


In summary, the WI Alpha Pi Tau Sigma chapter is continuing to take strides towards improving our community 


involvement and the service to our active members.  Much of our time last semester was spent tying loose ends with 


unregistered PTS members from previous semesters.  This mistake is inexcusable, and we are currently working to 


improve our office turnover process to prevent confusion or unawareness in the future.   


 


Towards the end the spring semester, as we welcome on five new officers as PTS officers, we outlined goals we 


would like to achieve during the following fall semester.  These goals and activity include: maintain three general 


member guest speaker meetings, schedule at least one PTS social event, encourage academic assistance to members 


through tutoring and old exam files, serve our community through a charitable or fund-raising event, and recognize 


fellow mechanical engineering students outside of PTS.   


 


We are hopeful that these events will give members a sense of pride to be part of the WI Alpha chapter and will 


expose PTS to the Department of Mechanical Engineering.  This will require a commitment from current PTS 


members, but will offer a rewarding experience as we move to restore WI Alpha as a exemplary, good standing 


chapter. 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2013-2014 


University of Wisconsin- Madison Alpha 


 


A. Initiations 


 


Each semester, we begin the initiation process in the first couple weeks of the semester in order 


to fully integrate the new initiates prior to the end of the semester.  We initiated 35 new members 


this year with 15 in the Fall and 20 in the Spring.  We took advantage of our advising day in the 


Fall and had all eligible members come and speak to us before they could be considered finished 


with the advising process.  We managed to initiate a relatively large number of students this past 


academic year and much of that can be attributed to getting some more exposure in the COE so I 


think that it will be something that we continue to do.  The selection process is strictly based off 


of class rank and GPA.  Each semester, the top 20%, 25%, and 30% of sophomores, juniors, and 


seniors, respectively, were sent a formal invitation to join Pi Tau Sigma.  The selection criterion 


for the WI Alpha chapter differs from that of the National Pi Tau Sigma Constitution and 


Bylaws.  This discrepancy in initiation protocol can be credited to a lack of communication 


between graduating officers and leaders taking on new roles.  WI Alpha believes strongly in the 


importance of having young members that remain active in the chapter for longer than one to two 


years, which is not possible for most junior and senior initiates. The National PTS process of 


having sophomores as honorary initiates serves as an issue for us because a new officer team is 


selected each semester at WI Alpha. This fast turn-over of officers leads to many issues with 


information getting lost between the transitions of officers. We will be working on the officer 


transition process next fall to ensure that new officers are aware of and understand the Pi Tau 


Sigma constitution and bylaws. If necessary, a committee will be formed to determine how to 


best transition the initiation process so WI Alpha is complying with the National Bylaws, yet 


sophomores can still get involved and feel as if they are strong members of the PTS community. 


 


For each of the previous two semesters, the Pi Tau Sigma WI Alpha chapter held initiations in 


the Mechanical Engineering Building on campus.  With the exception of a few, all new initiates 


and current officers were in attendance.  The ceremony began with an introduction of the current 


officers and announcements of upcoming events throughout the semester.  The ceremony 


continued as the President and Vice President read the Pi Tau Sigma Rituals following the 


initiation procedure.  After initiation, the new members and officers enjoyed a catered meal 


provided by the WI Alpha chapter and enjoyed an entertaining and engaging speech from a 


member of the UW faculty.  For the fall of 2013, we invited Professor Kim Manner, and for the 


spring of 2014, we invited Professor Tim Osswald to speak in front of the new initiates.   


  


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Throughout the past academic year, we organized five speaker events, three occurring during the 


fall semester and two more occurring in the spring.  Our speaker events are open to any active 


WI Alpha Pi Tau Sigma member, though we have also invited new recruits who were interested 


in PTS and wanted to find out a little more about the organization.  For each speaker event we 







cater food for the attendees, whether it be Madison’s famous Ian’s Pizza, Qdoba, Silver Mine 


Subs or Noodles.   


 


For our speaker events, we target companies in the Wisconsin and Midwest area that recruit 


Mechanical Engineers from the University of Wisconsin- Madison. These companies generally 


send UW Mechanical Engineering alumni as a representative from the company.  During the fall 


semester 2013, we were able to schedule guest speakers from Ford and Manitowoc Crane.  


During the Spring semester 2014, we were fortunate enough to schedule guest speakers from 


Kohler and Design Concepts.  We also had a UW Professor speak about attending Graduate 


school and the benefits of getting a Mechanical Engineering degree to pursue other career paths.  


This gave Pi Tau Sigma members a chance to listen to industry speakers from a broad range of 


engineering fields and also a look into using an engineering degree to pursue other fields.  Our 


members also gained some insight regarding the grad school opportunities that a great university 


like the UW provides.   


 


In addition to our general member meetings, we also held our yearly spring banquet on 


Wednesday, April 30th, 2014.  The banquet included Pi Tau Sigma members, UW Mechanical 


Engineering Professors and TA’s that were selected by WI Alpha PTS members, our faculty 


advisor, Professor Jaal Ghandhi, the banquet sponsor, Professor John Uecker, and the presenter 


of the 2014 F.M. Young award, Fred Young Jr.  The banquet took place at the Brickhouse 


Barbecue, a restaurant near campus.  We began with a social gathering, followed by a catered 


dinner.  After dinner, we proceeded with the evening program as we presented awards for the 


most distinguished instructors and the most distinguished TAs.  This year, the Mechanical 


Engineering department granted 1 Professor and 3 Teaching Assistants with monetary awards for 


their hard work and dedication in the department.  The banquet finally concluded with the 


presentation of the 2014 F.M. Young award, presented to the most outstanding graduating 


member of Pi Tau Sigma.    


 


We also mentioned that we wanted to “rekindle” our exam file at our meetings so we started 


storing hard copies of exams in the PTS office, this spring semester PTS began creating an 


electronic database of former exams and homework sets for classes taken by PTS members at 


UW-Madison. This database will only be accessible to UW-Madison PTS members. This 


database will serve as a tool to help assist officers when tutoring fellow members, as well as an 


important study aid to current members. 


 


We were also trying to lay the groundwork for a larger community involvement this past 


semester.  One of our current officers is also an officer for ASME and we are working toward 


teaming up with their organization volunteering at a local food pantry.  Many of our members 


expressed interest in helping out so this is something we will work on for the future. 


 


The only activities WI Alpha had conducted over the past several years were monthly industry 


speakers and an end of the year banquet. The WI Alpha officer team will make it a priority this 


upcoming year to help increase the involvement of the organization within the Madison 


community and within itself. In an effort to find new ideas to increase chapter participation, learn 


more about PTS on the national level, and help regain WI Alpha’s active chapter status, WI 


Alpha sent President, Jamen Olk, and Vice President, Keith Dahl, to the National Convention in 







February to College Station, Texas. The officers returned from the convention with an increased 


motivation to help WI Alpha remain as an active chapter of PTS, and the officers have begun to 


plan for the upcoming academic year to ensure that WI Alpha continues to improve as a chapter. 


 


 


C.            Other 


 


In summary, the WI Alpha Pi Tau Sigma chapter is continuing to take strides towards improving 


our community involvement and the service to our active members.  Also, to prevent confusion 


with the turnover of officers and the overall organization of our chapter, we started making a 


guidebook that explains the expectations of everyone in the org. 


 


Towards the end of the summer, we will be working to welcome new officers as PTS officers as 


a number of our officers are graduated.  During these meetings, we will outline our goals and 


devise what we would like to achieve during the fall semester.  These goals and activities will 


likely include: maintaining three general member guest speaker meetings, scheduling at least one 


PTS social event, taking a company tour, encouraging academic assistance to members through 


tutoring and old exam files, serving our community through a charitable or fund-raising event, 


and recognizing fellow Mechanical Engineering students outside of PTS.   


 


We are hopeful that these events will give members a sense of pride to be part of the WI Alpha 


chapter and will expose PTS to the Department of Mechanical Engineering.  This will require a 


commitment from current PTS members, but will offer a rewarding experience as we move to 


restore WI Alpha as an exemplary, good standing chapter. 








2016 - 2017 
 
Wisconsin - Alpha 
 


A. Initiations 
 


Our initiation process is strictly based on GPA and grade level. For our senior 
prospective members, a 3.25 GPA is required, for juniors a 3.5 GPA, and for sophomores a 3.7 
GPA. We do not admit freshman at this time. We also do not pursue graduate members, although 
they would be welcome to join if they sought us out. We average about 5 new members every 
semester. 


The initiation ceremony is held in a classroom where the new initiates are seating in a 
line at the front of the room. The president and vice president stand up front and follow the 
initiation instructions as written in the book. The lights are dimmed. We also display the crest of 
Pi Tau Sigma in an illuminated box (We are currently looking into getting something more 
official looking.)  


New initiates are encouraged to be dressed business casual. Other existing members, and 
especially the officers, are encouraged to attend the initiation, although it is not a mandatory 
meeting. Our staff advisor Jaal Ghandhi is also present. After being initiated, the new inductees 
sign the official roll book and take a Pi Tau Sigma casting. The initiation is typically the last 
meeting of the semester and members begin attending meetings the following semester, although 
we are reevaluating if that is the best strategy. 
 
Our Fall Initiation was held on December 13th, 2016, bringing in members 1568 - 1572.  
Our Spring Initiation was held on April 26th, 2017, bringing in members 1573 - 1577. 
 
B. Chapter Activities 


 
Our chapter has been in a rebuilding phase over the last year after the previous officers let 


it die completely. With a scarcity of dedicated members and being busy trying to attract new 
ones there have not been as many activities each semester as we would like. We hold about two 
to three general meetings each semester. These consist of a brief address from the president 
regarding updates and whatever other appropriate information there is to relay, followed by an 
hour long presentation from a faculty member, typically regarding the research that they are 
working on. We have decided to focus on the academia side of engineering because of the 
academic exclusivity of the organization, in addition to the fact that our ASME chapter on 
campus covers the industry aspect of engineering very well.  


Aside from the general meetings, as of now there is really only one other event that Pi 
Tau Sigma is involved with, which is the end of ME Awards Banquet. We arrange the banquet 







jointly with the ME Department, who funds the meal and award money. Our part of the planning 
involves polling our peers (typically restricted to PTS members and other graduating seniors) for 
the best Professor and Best TA awards. We also facilitate gathering applications for an 
undergraduate award gifted by the F.M. Young family every year for outgoing seniors. 


We schedule our Spring initiation to directly precede the Awards Banquet so that they 
can attend and have the opportunity to mingle with their new brothers in Pi Tau Sigma, as well 
the many faculty who attend the awards. We have discovered that, because of this good 
experience directly following initiation, spring inductees usually become more involved than 
their fall counterparts. We are looking into an activity that could similarly impress new initiates 
in the fall.  


Two members of our chapter also attended the Pi Tau Sigma Convention in Philadelphia 
at Drexel university this year. We plan on attending again next year in Florida and will hopefully 
bring even more officers. 
 
C.  Other 
 


While our activities last year were quite limited we have plans to expand our chapter’s 
footprint on campus. We have talked with other engineering organizations, namely ASME, about 
forming some joint event and using their considerable size to help get Pi Tau Sigma’s name out. 
We also plan on revamping our website so we can have a presentable face for people to look up 
when they receive an invitation. This is important to us because we have heard from members 
that some people think it is a scam, like so many other “Honor Societies” they get emails from. 
Hopefully we will have these things and more to report on next year.  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2012-2013 


University of Wisconsin- Madison Alpha 


 


A. Initiations 


 


Each semester, we begin the initiation process in the first couple weeks of the semester in order to fully integrate the 


new initiates prior to the end of the semester.  We initiated 13 new members each semester and in the Fall we took 


advantage of having all eligible members talk to us as part of the advising process.  We obtained some much need 


exposure in the COE so I think that it will be something that we do in future as well.  The selection process is strictly 


based off of class rank and GPA.  Each semester, the top 20%, 25%, and 30% of sophomores, juniors, and seniors, 


respectively, were sent a formal invitation to join Pi Tau Sigma.  The selection criterion for the WI Alpha chapter 


differs from that of the National Pi Tau Sigma Constitution and Bylaws.  This discrepancy in initiation protocol can 


be credited to a lack of communication between graduating officers and leaders taking on new roles.  WI Alpha 


believes strongly in the importance of having young members that remain active in the chapter for longer than one to 


two years, which is not possible for most junior and senior initiates. The National PTS process of having 


sophomores as honorary initiates serves as an issue for us because a new officer team is selected each semester at 


WI Alpha. This fast turn-over of officers leads to many issues with information getting lost between the transitions 


of officers. We will be working on the officer transition process next fall to ensure that new officers are aware of 


and understand the Pi Tau Sigma constitution and bylaws. If necessary, a committee will be formed to determine 


how to best transition the initiation process so WI Alpha is complying with the National Bylaws, yet sophomores 


can still get involved and feel as if they are strong members of the PTS community. 


 


For each of the previous two semesters, the Pi Tau Sigma WI Alpha chapter held initiations in the Mechanical 


Engineering Building on campus.  With the exception of a few, all new initiates and current officers were in 


attendance.  The ceremony began with an introduction of the current officers and announcements of upcoming 


events throughout the semester.  The ceremony continued as the President and Vice President read the Pi Tau Sigma 


Rituals following the initiation procedure.  After initiation, the new members and officers enjoyed a catered meal 


provide by the WI Alpha chapter and enjoyed an entertaining and engaging speech from a member of the UW 


faculty.  For the fall of 2012, we invited Professor Kim Manner, and for the spring of 2013, we invited Professor 


Tim Osswald to speak in front of the new initiates. 


  


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Throughout the past academic year, we organized five speaker events, three occurring during the fall semester and 


two more occurring in the spring.  Our speaker events are open to any active WI Alpha Pi Tau Sigma member, 


though we have also invited new recruits who were interested in PTS and wanted to find out a little more about the 


organization.  For each speaker event we cater food for the attendees, whether it be Madison’s famous Ian’s Pizza, 


Qdoba, Silver Mine Subs or Noodles.   


 


For our speaker events, we target companies in the Wisconsin and Midwest area that recruit Mechanical Engineers 


from the University of Wisconsin- Madison. These companies generally send UW Mechanical Engineering alumni 


as a representative from the company.  During the fall semester 2012, we were able to schedule guest speakers from 


Oshkosh Truck, Rockline Industries and Cornerstone Environmental Group.  During the Spring semester 2013, we 


were fortunate enough to schedule guest speakers Subzero-Wolf and have UW Professor Suresh speak about 


attending Graduate school.  This gave Pi Tau Sigma members a chance to listen to industry speakers from a broad 


range of engineering fields, mainly software development, manufacturing, and energy.  Our members also gained 


some insight regarding the grad school opportunities that a great university like the UW provides.  WI Alpha also 


organized a plant tour with Epic, a medical software company based out of Verona, WI. Fortunately, we had enough 


members interested to send a group of 8 to tour their facilities. 


 


In addition to our general member meetings, we also held our yearly spring banquet on Wednesday, April 24
th


, 


2013.  The banquet included Pi Tau Sigma members, UW Mechanical Engineering Professors and TA’s that were 


selected by WI Alpha PTS members, our faculty advisor, Professor Roxann Engelstad, the banquet sponsor, 


Professor John Uecker, and the presenter of the 2012 F.M. Young award, Fred Young Jr.  The banquet took place at 







the Brickhouse Barbecue, a restaurant near campus.  We began with a social gathering, followed by a catered dinner.  


After dinner, we proceeded with the evening program as we presented awards for the most distinguished instructors 


and the most distinguished TAs.  This year, the Mechanical Engineering department granted 2 instructors and 2 


TA’s with $2500 awards for their hard work in the department.  The banquet finally concluded with the presentation 


of the 2013 F.M. Young award, presented to the most outstanding graduating member of Pi Tau Sigma.    


 


We also mentioned that we wanted to “rekindle” our exam file at our meetings so we started storing hard copies of 


exams in the PTS office, this spring semester PTS began creating an electronic database of former exams and 


homework sets for classes taken by PTS members at UW-Madison. This database will only be accessible to UW-


Madison PTS members. This database will serve as a tool to help assist officers when tutoring fellow members, as 


well as an important study aid to current members. 


 


We also began to emphasize a larger community involvement this past semester.  Many of our members participated 


in the UW-Madison COE’s Annual Engineering Expo.  This year was the biggest Expo to date and a number of our 


members helped out to make it a very successful event.  With the magnitude of the event this year there were many 


opportunities for volunteering. 


 


The only activities WI Alpha had conducted over the past several years were monthly industry speakers and a yearly 


banquet. The WI Alpha officer team made it a priority this year to help increase the involvement of the organization 


within the Madison community and within itself. In an effort to find new ideas to increase chapter participation, 


learn more about PTS on the national level, and help regain WI Alpha’s active chapter status, WI Alpha sent spring 


semester President, Jamen Olk, and Vice President, Amanda Ulrey, to the National Convention in February 2013 to 


Columbus, Ohio. The officers returned from the convention with an increased motivation to help WI Alpha remain 


as an active chapter of PTS, and the officers have begun to plan for the upcoming academic year to ensure that WI 


Alpha continues to improve as a chapter. 


 


 


C.            Other 
 


In summary, the WI Alpha Pi Tau Sigma chapter is continuing to take strides towards improving our community 


involvement and the service to our active members.  Also, to prevent confusion with the turnover of officers and the 


overall organization of our chapter, we started making a guidebook that explains the expectations of everyone in the 


org. 


 


Towards the end the spring semester, we will be working to welcome new officers as PTS officers as a number of 


our officers are graduating.  During these meetings, we will outline our goals and devise what we would like to 


achieve during the following fall semester.  These goals and activities will likely include: maintaining three general 


member guest speaker meetings, scheduling at least one PTS social event, taking a company tour, encouraging 


academic assistance to members through tutoring and old exam files, serving our community through a charitable or 


fund-raising event, and recognizing fellow Mechanical Engineering students outside of PTS.   


 


We are hopeful that these events will give members a sense of pride to be part of the WI Alpha chapter and will 


expose PTS to the Department of Mechanical Engineering.  This will require a commitment from current PTS 


members, but will offer a rewarding experience as we move to restore WI Alpha as am exemplary, good standing 


chapter. 





